
Posted on 10/1/21 

Today is #Nationalblackdogday so I saw it fitting to highlight some really great black dogs who’ve been 
forgotten. 
 
Sister, Frankie and Pumpkin are just a few of the dogs who have been hidden away from 
the public for far too long. 
 
Sister is a BEAUTIFUL Cane Corso. After months and months of crate life and pain (knee) at Dogtown, 
she became extremely stressed and started to react negatively to both dogs and humans. Once she 
arrived at KDS in a run vs a small crate with access to grass and more room to move, she began to 
decompress and warm up. Sis has undergone more than one surgery on her knee and has been said to 
still have issues which does cause her pain. Doggedly has yet to treat this issue as of earlier this year 
when I parted ways after finally addressing my concerns. 
 
Frankie was an intake from Harris County Animal Shelter who came to ACTB with more than enough 
donations to cover her medical needs. Doggedly took responsibility for Frankie after the eviction of 
Dogtown and placed her in boarding at KDS. She has remained there until this day.  Frankie has been 
known to be a “hard dog”. She has a history of being dog selective but has never been offered any help 
or support by Doggedly to help correct this issue. She’s super human friendly including with children. 
She’s high energy but what dog wouldn’t be after living life in a cage for years? 
 
 
Pumpkin was a new intake to Doggedly by Barbara at some point in the fall of 2020. The amount of dogs 
she was and is still pulling was alarming and made it near impossible for her “board members” to keep up 
with. Pumpkins whereabouts are unknown. During my time with Doggedly, Pumpkin was never adopted 
nor was her hip issues addressed. She more than likely resides at Katy Dog Suites or in a crate with the 
rest of Barbara’s mass amount of “foster dogs” aka prisoners. 
 
These girls are just a few of the dogs that Barbara has chosen to let rot away in boarding for close to two 
years now. I’ve had a lot of people privately ask how they can help these dogs but unfortunately, I don’t 
have the answer to that. It seems the plan for them is to just deteriorate mentally and physically and die in 
boarding like multiple other Doggedly dogs have. (RIP Brisco, Hoss and Porkchop) . It seems the plan is 
to never speak of these dogs so everyone will forget about them and Barbara won’t be held accountable 
for them. 
 
When will this madness stop? When will “animal advocates “stop enabling this disgusting behavior and 
keep funneling dogs to her?! This is ABUSE! There’s no other excuse for it. Stop enabling scam rescuers, 
you are NOT HELPING. 
 
Meanwhile Barbara continues to flip mass amounts of puppies and pure-bred dogs for hundreds of dollars 
just to pay for her outrageous $$$$$ boarding bill monthly. Never posting the long-term dogs, never 
networking them to even try to get them into foster homes. How does this even make sense?! 
 
Black dogs are the most overlooked dogs when it comes to adoption. The fact that a so call rescuer is 
adding to this statistic is sick. Evil is alive and it often is hiding behind the face of a “good person” 
 
“If you see fraud and don’t say fraud, you are a fraud” 
 
RIP Brisco, another Black Dog who died under the care of Doggedly. 

 
Click below to see the original Facebook post 
Facbook Post 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/936591133084431/permalink/4473626472714195/




 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 
 


